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Hot Style Cool Tech – sustainable fashion that’s off the grid!
The ATN Solar Car team, Australia’s first national, five state, five university, entrant in this year’s
Bridgestone World Solar Challenge, (BWSC), today unveiled its racing uniform, a collaboration
between sustainable fashion and textile designer, Dr Mark Liu, and high-performance sportswear
company, Valour Sport.
Team Manager, Anna Lidfors Lindqvist, PhD candidate at UTS Mechanical and Mechatronics
Engineering, said success in the Cruiser Class of the BWSC isn’t just about sustainable tech, it’s also
about style.
‘We have to do more than design and build an incredibly energy efficient solar electric car – we have
to convince the judges we’ve got the X factor when it comes to market desirability. We looked to see
who was innovating in sustainable fashion. That led to Dr Liu, an acknowledged pioneer in ZeroWaste Fashion, and industry leaders in sustainable uniforms and sportswear, Valour Sport,’ Anna
said.
Speaking at today’s launch, fittingly against the backdrop of International Convention Centre Sydney
(ICC Sydney), home to the first community funded solar energy project, with solar panels owned by
everyday Australians, UTS Alumnus, Dr Liu, said the design brief mirrored the brief of the Cruiser car,
to be functional and look good at the same time.
‘The ATN primary colour is a deep blue, almost black, reminiscent of an outback sky at the end of the
day. The striking star design feature was inspired by a solar array grid pattern and the stars of the
Southern Cross in the Constellation Crux,’ Dr Liu said.
When Matthew Knight and Ryan Tesoriero, Valour’s Founders and Directors heard of the ATN Solar
Team’s ambitions to take on the world’s best, they knew they were the right partners for the team.
‘This is an endurance event. Team members, particularly the drivers, need to keep their cool in high
temperatures, and we wanted them to be comfortable and look good, regardless of what nature
throws at them,’ Mr Knight said.
‘As specialists in R&D of fabric technologies, we’ve redefined sporting fabrications. This ATN
uniform is perfect for long days on the road. It’s treated with Polygiene Odour Control Technology,
which is not only good news for teammates sharing a tent on the road, it also means you can wear
more, wash less, equalling energy and water savings. As washing and drying accounts for two thirds
of the environmental impact of a garment this can add up,’ he said.
‘Valour sportswear fabrics are also sustainably sourced, and its factory is 100% solar powered. All
packing boxes and tissue paper are manufactured from recycled materials and sportswear is packed
in biodegradable bags,’ Mr Knight concluded.
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Samantha Glass, Director of Corporate Affairs and Communications at ICC Sydney, said they were
immensely supportive of the next-generation’s innovations and talent.
‘We’re proud to be building our connections with UTS through the ATN Solar Car Team and we
commend their commitment of producing a sustainable and innovative racing uniform. We look
forward to following the team on their journey and wish them the very best of luck in the
competition across Australia,’ Ms Glass said.
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Media background
2019 Bridgestone World Solar Challenge (13 – 20 October)
The world’s biggest solar challenge began in 1987 and is a 3,000-kilometre endurance adventure that
occurs once every two years. The BWSC has become the world’s foremost innovation challenge with
teams from around the world vying to become the first to deliver sustainable solar powered electric
vehicles. Teams are striving to make the Darwin start line on Sunday 13 October, in their bid to
deliver the world’s most efficient solar electric car. Three classes of vehicle, Challenger, Cruiser and
Adventure, will take on the Aussie outback in a contest of endurance, strategy and innovation. The
elite Challenger Class is conducted in a single stage from Darwin to Adelaide and 2019 will see the
fourth running of the Cruiser Class, created to encourage the green to the mainstream by designing
practical electric vehicles where success is judged on a range of design and performance measures.
The Cruiser Class solar car category is unique to Bridgestone World Solar Challenge - it is the race
within the race. The stage is set for a total eclipse of past events and achievements.
For event details go to: www.worldsolarchallenge.org
ATN Solar Car Team
Five States. Five Universities. One team. Australia’s only national team. The ATN Solar Car Team is a
blend of industry expertise and undergraduate students, postgraduate researchers and faculty
members from five of Australia’s most innovative and enterprising universities: University of
Technology Sydney, RMIT University, University of South Australia, QUT and Curtin University. For
team details go to: www.atnsolarcar.com.au
Valour Sport
In 2009 entrepreneurs Ryan Tesoriero and Matthew Knight founded Valour. We’re 100% Australian
owned. Collectively Ryan and Matt have more than 40 years’ experience in textile development and
garment construction within the school sports uniforms and sportswear industries. Ryan is an expert
in textile R&D, whilst Matt’s strength is sportswear design. We can manufacture custom school
sports uniforms and club sportswear in modern fits for all sports and ages. Since 2009 Valour have
designed, manufactured and supplied over 5,000,000 pieces of high performance sportswear and
sports uniforms. For further details go to: www.valoursport.com.au
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